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hall, professor sir peter. land value taxation - a model. home, cheap and comfortable. home, cheap
and comfortable! - a contemporary re-expression of raymond unwin's pamphlet how the garden city
type of development may benefit both owner and occupier. tcpa, april 2012. hall, professor sir peter.
railway capital. home, cheap and comfortable. home, cheap and comfortable! - a contemporary re-

expression of raymond unwin's pamphlet how the garden city type of development may benefit both
owner and occupier. tcpa, april 2012. reinventing the retail experience brings a brighter outlook on

the possibilities of fashion and design. it encourages designers to experiment and think about
different solutions. a particular aspect of this is the development of interactive experiences involving
3d design, virtual fashion, wearable clothes and the production of garments from the digital realm.

with the support of a team of selected experts and practitioners, the institute of retailing has
launched the project dynafit, which investigates the development of the fashion industry's most

innovative technologies and collaborations. our aim was to create a consultancy that would take a
holistic view of social benefits and community economic development, enabling local communities to

harness the benefits of urban transformation, with the financial support of central and regional
government. we aim to help cities become more competitive, adapt to the environmental challenges

of the 21st century, and be places in which people want to live. we are a planning consultancy
concerned with the impact of place on the behaviour of people and the local economy. our research

and writing have addressed urban issues, from the regeneration of cities to the impact of the
internet, from transport to design.
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